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 Direction: Top to bottom Hope this helps! I'm not on a console and I don't have time to watch it... but has anybody caught the
first episode of Top Gear 2? I've seen a few videos of it on YouTube, but they don't show the whole episode. Top Gear 2 is

quite good. This is the first time I've seen Clarkson (Adam) do a standup for the show, it was pretty funny. Jeremy (Hammond)
was supposed to be a lap of Wigan somewhere, but the series was canned because of another BBC 2 show, Richard Hammond
vs. Count Klaus. This was something about cars and it was shown on BBC 2. I don't know what happened to the show. It was
well done and was probably better than Top Gear. But I still love Top Gear. bwoj wrote: Well, Top Gear is my favorite TV

show. It's the first time I've seen a standup for the show. The car show was cancelled for Richard Hammond vs. Count Klaus. I
don't know if that was one of those shows that had lots of money thrown at it to keep it on the air. Originally posted by

bwoj:Top Gear 2 is quite good. This is the first time I've seen Clarkson (Adam) do a standup for the show, it was pretty funny.
Jeremy (Hammond) was supposed to be a lap of Wigan somewhere, but the series was canned because of another BBC 2 show,
Richard Hammond vs. Count Klaus. This was something about cars and it was shown on BBC 2. I don't know what happened to

the show. It was well done and 82157476af
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